STAY CONNECTED

TEXT MESSAGE ALERT SYSTEM

We have begun to text message members with various alerts regarding the pools and other programs at our Y. We are asking all participants to become familiar with and be part of our cell phone alert system. This message is geared toward the program that meets your families' special needs. We offer Building, Swim Lessons, YKids, Yoga, Adult Land Fitness and Camp text messaging alerts.

By simply texting BLDG1 to 84483 you will receive alerts about building updates such as pool closings, power outages and other updates.

By simply texting SWIMLESSONSATTHEY to 84483 you will receive alerts about swim lesson cancellations.

By simply texting YKIDS to 84483 you will receive alerts about YKids information such as weather related, payment information and program updates.

By simply texting CAMP21 to 84483 you will receive alerts about camp information such as weather related, payment information and program updates.

By simply texting YYOGA to 84483 you will receive alerts about Yoga class cancellations.

By simply texting LANDFITNESS to 84483 you will receive alerts about adult land fitness class cancellations.

It is quick and easy to do and it will notify participants in a more timely manner.